HAMPDEN AND  SHIP-MONEY
seven months' time, St. John closed his first day's
argument.
On the second day he confined himself almost
entirely to showing that the arguments which he had
advanced concerning the defence of the realm in
general, could be applied in particular to the question
of defence at sea, and consequently to the provisions
of the Ship-money writs. Hour after hour he con-
tinued his recital of precedents, during which he
excluded every vestige of emotional colour from his
speech. But when he sat down, his client's case had
been stated in all its aspects and great legal learning
had been steadily reinforced by a quiet but determined
logic. On the whole, a finer performance can seldom
have been heard in the English courts. It is true that
he was pleading not before a jury, but before a Bench
of judges, but the restraint, one might almost say the
coldness of the speech throughout, is none the less
remarkable. And yet coldness would be an ill-chosen
word. Reading the speech at length we detect under-
neath its smooth and equable manner a deep tone of
conviction. There can be no doubt that St. John,
Hampden's friend, had this matter very much at
heart. Knowing the judges to be what they were,
it is doubtful whether he could have had any high
hopes of securing a judgment, but he knew at least
that he had a case to present of great, indeed of national
significance, and he knew also that it would gain
nothing by forensic showmanship. In the rarer
forensic qualities of balance and proportion his speech
might well claim to be a masterpiece. It is even to-day
possible for a layman to read through the maze of its
legal argument with a clear and even exhilarating
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